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Most of us as teachers, managers, parents, or friends find ourselves

increasingly involved in giving and receiving help.

This process of sharing

wealth, knowledge, or skill with one who happens to have less of these valuable commodities is far from being a simple exchange, easily accomplished.

Rather, we find that the way to an effective helping relationship is frought

with many psychological difficulties that can either side-track or destroy
the relationship.

Carl Rogers in his classic article, "The Characteristics

of a Helping Relationship" defines a helping relationship as one "in which

at least one of the parties has the intent of promoting the growth, develop-

ment, maturity, improved functioning, improved coping with life of the other"
(Rogers, 1961, p. 39-40).

This definition would include parent and child,

teacher and students, manager

and subordinates, therapist and patient, con-

sultant and client and many other less formally defined relationships.
The purpose of this paper and the program of research of which it is a
part is to understand more fully the dynamics of helping relationships in

order to discover how these relationships may be made more effective.

In

the first part of the paper we will outline the model which has guided our

investigations and in the second part we will report an experiment which tests
some of the propositions implied by the model.
The model itself, depicted in Figure 1., emphasizes five key elements in
the helping relationship:

1) The

task or problem around which the helping

relationship develops, 2) the helper with his motives (achievement motivation, power motivation, and affiliation motivation) and his self-image, 3)
the receiver of help with his motives and self-image, 4) the environment and

psychological climate in which the helping activities occur, and 5) the infor-

mation feedback which occurs during the helping process.

Figure

1

A MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OF THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP
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The Task
The tasks around which helping relationships develop are widely varied--

they can range from

tying a shoe to changing attitudes about birth control

to improving the effectiveness of an organization.

It is possible, however,

to classify all of these tasks on a single dimension, namely, the extent to

which it is required that the receiver of help be capable of accomplishing
the task independently when the helper is no longer present.

At one end of

this dimension is assistance, including cases where there is no emphasis on
the client's independent task performance.

Giving a vagrant a "dime for a

cup of coffee" is a good example of this end of the continuum.

Many welfare

and foreign programs are also close to this end of the continuum.

In all of

these cases the emphasis is on solution of an immediate problem with no pro-

vision for handling recurrences of that problem or similar problems.
other end of the continuum is education.
in the client

The

Here the emphasis is on developing

the ability to solve problems like the presenting

problem when they occur.

The assistance/education dimension has become a

crucial one in our research because it has great implications for both the
process and outcome of a helping relationship.

If the task is defined as

assistance and symptom relief, the client is likely to feel satisfied by the

relationship but may often become dependent on the helper making termination
of the relationship difficult.

An educational task definition which focuses

on increasing the client's own problem-solving ability, on the other hand,

can prove frustrating to a client with strong needs for symptom relief.
The Helper and Receiver of Help

The personal characteristics of the helper and receiver of help are

major factors influencing the process and outcome of the helping relationship.

We concern ourselves here with two types of characteristics--the motives and
the self-image of helper and client.

We hypothesize that at least three mo-

tives are necessary to understand the dynamics of the helping relationship-power motivation (n Power), affiliation motivation (n Affiliation), and ach-

ievement motivation (n Achievement)

.

These motives are important because

they determine how the helper and client will orient themselves to one

another and to their task.
The helper and client's power motivation determines how much they will
be concerned about influencing and controlling one another.

By receiving

help the client places himself "one down" in the relationship and becomes

dependent on the helper for guidance and direction.

The helper on the other

hand must deal with strong tendencies to feel superior; for after all, one of
the power satisfactions of helping comes from being admired and imitated.

If

either party fails to deal with the problems posed by power, the relationship
can degerate into rebellion or passivity by the client or rejection by the

helper, ("He just doesn't appreciate what

I

am trying to do for him.")

The helper's and receiver's affiliation motivation determines how much

they will be concerned about intimacy and understanding.

To be helpful, the

helper must know his client and understand how he perceives his problem.

The

intimacy required for effective understanding is hard to come by in situations
where the helper has impossible demands on his time, and yet a lack of intimacy leaves the helper and client in two different worlds speaking two different languages.

To further complicate the situation there may be in some

cases a trade-off between the benefits of intimacy and influence.

Many help-

ers, including nearly all psychotherapists, feel that if they become too

intimate with the client they will lose the client's respect.

The achievement motivation of the helper and receiver of help determines

how concerned they will be about accomplishing. their task or solving their
problem.

A major question here is--How is the goal of the helping relation-

ship defined?

Does the helper decide "what's good for" the client or does

the client retain the power to decide what help he wahts?

In the first case

the client is likely to have little motivation to accomplish the helper's

task and in the second the helper's motivation is likely to be reduced.

Only

when the interpersonal issues of influence and intimacy have been resolved
does it appear possible that the helper and client can agree on a goal to

which they are mutually committed.

Even if this is accomplished there is

still a problem of what are often strong desires to achieve the goal of the

helping relationship.

Help is often so late in coming that both helper and

client feel strong needs to accomplish something

.

The result is usually

assistance programs designed to eliminate the clients immediate desperation
rather than programs of education designed to help the client diagnose the
cuases of the problem and learn to solve the problem himself.
There is an interaction among motives in any helping relationship.

It

is possible for the helper and client to be so highly power motivated that

they become preoccupied with controlling one another at the expense of under-

standing one another and/or accomplishing their task.

Similarily, as we have

suggested, high achievement motivation can cause the helper and receiver to
orient themselves to accomplishing the task without attending to the inter-

personal processes of influence and understanding necessary for having the

receiver of help learn to solve the problem on his own.

In a case like this,

the offer of "Here, let me help you." by the helper is often his cue to push
the receiver aside and do the task himself leaving the receiver nearly as
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ignorant about how to solve the problem as before.

And finally, high affili-

ation motivation can lead to concerns about intimacy and understanding that
preclude attempts to influence others and to accomplish tasks.
The implication of this analysis for helping relationships is that moder-

ate levels of achievement, affiliation and power motivation in the helper and

client are optimal for effective help to take place.

The dynamics of the

helping relationship are such that influence, intimacy and understanding, and
a concern for task accomplishment are all necessary for effective help to

take place; yet excess concern in any one area can lead to a "short-circuit-

ing" and detioration of the relationship.
The self-image and attitudes of the helper and client are also important

defining variables in a helping relationship.

The client must see himself as

capable of improvement and willing to receive help.

If this is not so, a

major portion of helping activity must center on building self-confidence and

optimism before learning can take place.

The helper on the other hand must

see himself as capable of helping and yet at the same time must not feel him-

self to be the "know-it-all" expert who has never experienced his own ignor-

ance.

This latter point is related to the issues of influence and intimacy

discussed earlier.

The helper must be willing to influence and at the same

time have empathy with the feeling of the person he is helping.

The Environment and Psychological Climate
It is a truism in contemporary social psychology that behavior is a

function of both the person and the environment.

While one could imagine

many environmental variables which could influence the process of helping
such as comfort of surroundings, freedom from distraction, etc.; we have

limited ourselves for the present time to a consideration of those environ-
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mental factors which are related to influence, intimacy and understanding,
and task accomplishment.

Atkinson (1964), Atkinson and Feather (1966), and

Litwin (1961) have argued that the tendency (T) to act in these three ways
can be predicted b

the strength of the individual's motivation (M) for power,

affiliation, and achievement; times the individual's perceived probability (P)
that action in terms of one or more of these motives will be rewarded; times
the amount (I) of power, affiliation, and achievement rewards he expects to

get.

Thus, the individual acts to maximize his satisfaction following the

formula T = M x P x

I for

the three motives; power, affiliation, and achieve-

While M refers to the individual's motivation; P and

ment.

I

refer to the

individual's perception of the environment.
This analysis has important implications for predictions about effective
helping, for if the environment tends to reward one motive disproportionately
it can alter the behavior of an otherwise

client.

moderately motivated helper and

One example of this occurs in the Peace Corps where Volunteers who

might otherwise establish very effective relationships with host country

nationals become bogged down in issues of power and control because the host

country people (and sometimes the Volunteer himself) perceive the Peace Corps
to be a political agent of U.S.

foreign policy.

Feedback
The last element of the model is the information feedback which occurs

during the helping process.
ant here.

Two aspects of information feedback are import-

First, there is the source which controls information.

Feedback

can be controlled by the task as in the case of programmed instruction, or
by the receiver of help as in self-research methods (Kolb, Winter, and Berlew,
1968; Schwitzgebel, 1964) or by the helper as in traditional teaching methods.

The second aspect of information feedback is the characteristics of the in-

formation itself, whether it is accurate or distorted, intense or mild,
positive or negative, and so on.

This second aspect of feedback has been

the subject of a great deal of theoretical speculation, especially among

students of sensitivity training.

For example Schein and Bennis (1965) sug-

gest the following criteria for valid, helpful feedback:
1)

The feedback should be based on publicly observed behavior in
the T-Group,

2)

it should be contiguous in time to the to the experience it

refers to, and
3)

modified through all the data sources (i.e., group

it should be

members) available.
A major question about the characteristics of helpful feedback concerns

whether this feedback should be positive (pleasant for the client to hear) or
negative (unpleasant).

While there are those who feel that negative feedback

is sometimes helpful in that it serves to "unfreeze" the client's self-satis-

fied conception of himself and increase his motivation to change (cf. Bennis,

Schein, Berlew and Steele, 1965), most learning theorists have consluced that
in the

long run reward is more effective than punishment.

One example of

reward centered feedback is found in the programmed instruction technique of
"error free learning".

Rogers, too, places heavy emphasis on the importance

of positive feedback to the client in his concept of unconditional positive

regard.

"I find that the more acceptance and liking I feel toward this

individual, the more

acceptance

I

I

will be creating a relationship which he can use.

By

mean a warm regard for him as a person of unconditional self-

worth--of value no matter what his condition, his behavior, or his feelings....
This acceptance of each fluctuating aspect of this other person makes it for

for him a relationship of warmth and safety, and the safety of being liked

and prized as a person seems a highly important element in a helping rela-

tionship (Rogers, 1961, p. 34)".

To support his conclusion Rogers cites

psychotherapy research by Halkides (1958) which showed that therapists who

demonstrated a high degree of unconditional positive regard for their clients
were more successful than those who did not.
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An Experimental Study of Effective Helpers, Ineffective Helpers and Non-Helpers
To test some of the hypotheses implied in the model presented above we

designed an experiment to study helping as it took place in self-analytic

groups (T-Groups, see Schein and Bennis, 1965 for full description).

We

decided in this study to focus on the characteristics of effective helpers,
leaving aside for the time-being questions about the characteristics of

effective receivers of help.

More specifically we were interested in study-

ing the motives and self-image of helpers and describing the kind of feed-

back they gave to those they were trying to help.
The first step was to define what constituted help in a T-Group situation.

We defined an effective helper as one who in an environment where

giving help is seen as appropriate (the T-Group), attempts to help others
while the others see this help as significant and important to them

.

This

definition implies two comparison groups--ineffective helpers who attempt to
give others help but these others do not regard the help as important, and

non-helpers who do not attempt to help.

While this definition of help has

some problems in that it is based on the receiver's subjective judgement of

how important the information given by the helper was; it nonetheless seems
an important aspect of any helping process.-

If the client does not regard

the information that he receives from his helper to be significant it seems

unlikely that he will use this information to modify his behavior.

Thus

this definition of help can be seen as a necessary but possibly not a suf-

ficient aspect of the helping process.

What we learn about giving help here

can be considered necessary for effective help in situations where the rela-

tionship is based on information exchange but other factors may be important
in relationships where the client is required to act on the basis of inform-

ation he has received from the helper.

.

.
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Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were made about differences among effective

helpers, ineffective helpers, and non-helpers:

Hypothesis lA: Effective helpers will have moderate scores on power,
affiliation, and achievement motivation.

Hypothesis IB: Ineffective helpers will have high scores on power and
achievement motivation and low scores on affiliation motivation.
Hypothesis IC: Non-helpers will have high scores on affiliation
motivation and low scores on power and achievement motivation.
Hypothesis lA is a straightforward application of our model of the helping relationship to this experimental situation.

Hypothesis IB is based on

,

the notion that what ineffective helpers had to say was not regarded as signif-

icant because receivers of help felt that the helper was trying to control

them (high power motivation) and that he did not understand them (low affiliation motivation)

.

We also predicted that the ineffective helpers would be

less effective because they were over-concerned with the group's task accom-

plishment (high achievement motivation)

.

We predicted in hypothesis IC that

non-helpers would not try to influence others (low power motivation) or try
to accomplish the group's task of helping others (low achievement motivation),
but would be highly concerned about understanding and empathy with other group

members (high affiliation motivation)

Hypothesis II: There will be significant differences in self-image
among effective helpers, ineffective helpers, and non-helpers.
Since so little is known about the relationship between self-image and
the process of giving help no specific hypotheses were made here.

Hypothesis IIIA: Receivers of help will get more positive feedback
from helpers and more negative feedback from ineffective helpers.
Hypothesis IIIB: Receivers of help will get more affection related
feedback from effective helpers and more control telated feedback
from ineffective helpers.
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Hypothesis IIIC: There will be other differences between the types of
feedback received from effective and ineffective helpers.
Due to limitations of the experimental design which will be described

next in the procedure section, it was only possible to test differences be-

tween the types of feedback given by effective and ineffective helpers since

non-helpers gave very few feedbacks that were recorded by the receivers of
In addition, since the type of feedback was described by the receivers

help.

of help rather than independent observers; differences between feedback re-

ceived from effective and ineffective helpers may be due to 1) the type of

feedback the helper gave, 2) the type of feedback the receiver heard, or
3) some

combination of

1

and 2.

Thus, any results concerning Hypotheses

IIIA, IIIB, and IIIC must be cautiously interpretated with this in mind.

Hypothesis IIIA is based on our earlier reasoning that positive feed-

back is generally more helpful than negative feedback.

Hypothesis IIIB is

based on the differential motive patterns that we predicted for helpers and
ineffective helpers, i.e., ineffective helpers will be higher in the need for
power and lower in the need for affiliation than effective helpers.

Thus

they will give more feedback related to control (power) and less feedback

related to affection (affiliation).

related to task accomplishment.)

(No data was collected about feedback

Hypothesis IIIC allows an opportunity to

explore for other differences which might exist between feedback received
from effective and ineffective helpers.
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PROCEDURE
The setting for the experiment was a semester long course in psychology

and human organization, required of Master's candidates in Management at the

MIT Sloan School.

As part of the course 111 students participated in 30 hours

of T-Group training usually divided into two two-hour sessions each week.

There were 8 groups of approximately 15 students each.

These groups were

structured slightly differently from the traditional T-Group method (see
Schein and Bennis

,

1965, chapter 3) in that they were focused around a task--

helping one another achieve personal change goals.

The method used was the

self-directed change method developed by Kolb, Winter and Berlew (1968).
With this approach students choose, at the beginning of the T-Group, individual change goals which they wanted to achieve.

They picked goals like

having more empathy, being a more effective leader, and talking more? and
customarily they shared these goals with other group members asking them for
feedback on their progress.

This procedure served to define clearly the

groups' task as one of helping others achieve their goals.
The students were about \ undergraduates and \ Master's candidates in

Management.

There were two females.

About 10% of the students were foreign

nationals with varying degrees of fluency in the English language.

Subjects

ranged in age from 19 to 35 with most in their early twenties.
Data collection.

At the beginning of the course students filled out a

60 item semantic differential to describe their self-image (See Appendix

I.)

and took the standard six-picture Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) described
by Atkinson (1958).

This test was scored for n Achievement, n Power, and n

Affiliation by expert scorers who had demonstrated their scoring reliability
according to the procedures specified by Atkinson (1958).
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Data on feedback and helping was gathered from group members themselves
at the end of each session.

Each individual at the end of each session fill-

ed out the form shown in Figure 2.

This form asked group members to indicate

to whom they had given feedback and from whom they had received feedback dur-

ing the session.

In addition it asked them to describe up to three pieces

of feedback which had been most significant to them and to indicate from

which group member it had come.

The definitions of the feedback description

catagories are described below as they were given to the group members.

The

descriptive catagories were chosen to represent a wide variety of theoretical
notions about what what constitutes helpful and non-helpful feedback.

-

.
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Description of Feedback Dimensions

Category of Dimension

Explanation or Description

LIKE-DISLIKE
NEUTRAL

Do you like the person who gave you this feedback?
Do you dislike him? Are you neutral towards him?
Rate on scale -2 to +2.

VERBALNON-VERBAL

Was this feedback spoken to you (\^RBAL) or was it
communicated through gestures, facial expressions,
nods, etc.
(NON-VERBAL)? Check one or the other.

STRONGWEAK

This dimension refers to the intensity of the feedback. Was it emphatic and vigorous, or was it expressed mildly? Check one or the other

HERE-AND-NOW

This dimension refers to. the content of the feedback.
Did it refer Co events or behavior taking place now or
recently in the group (HERE-AND-NOW), or did it refer
to things in the past not shared by other group members (THERE-AND-THEN)? Check one or the other.

POSITIVENEGATIVE

Did the feedback agree with you or encourage you? Did
you like to hear it (POSITIVE)? Or did it disagree
with you, discourage you? Was it "painful" to hear
(NEGATIVE)? Check one or the other.

SUPPORTED-

This dimension refers to the reaction of other group
members to the feedback. Did they corroborate ^ agree
with or support it, or did they disagree or remain
silent about it (NON-SUPPORTED)? Check one or the
other

OWNED

This dimension refers to the person giving you the
feedback. Did he attach himself personally to the
feedback} did he make it clear that it was his own
opinion or feeling (OWNED)? Or was it not clear that
the feedback represented the giver's own opinion
(NOT-OWNED)? Examples ; Owned = "I think you talk too
much." (or) "Nobody in this group listens to me."
Not-owned - "Does the group feel that John talks too
(or)
much?:
"Isn't this group supposed to listen to
people?" Check one or the other. Hint -- not-owned
feedback is often in question form.

,

.

NOT-OMED

-

.
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Explanation or Description

Category of Dimensioa
DIRECTED NON-DIRECTED

This dimension refers to you as the receiver of feedback. Was the feedback directed or applied to you
personally; did it have your "name" on it (DIRECTED)?
Or did you have to make the application to yourself
from a general statement (NON -DIRECTED)? Examples ;
Directed - "John Smith is not sensitive to my feelings.'
Non-directed - "Some people in this group are not sensitive to my feelings." Check one or the other.

EVALUATIVE
NON -EVALUATIVE

This deminsion applies to the pressure of an implicit
or explicit value judgement iri the feedback.
Example
Evaluative - "I think it's wrong that you should try to
control the group." Non-evaluative - "I think you are
trying to control the group." Check one or the other.
Hint -- value judgements are often expressed by tone of
voice as well as in words.

SPONTANEOUSSOLICITED

Solicited feedback is feedback that you specifically
asked for. Spontaneous feedback is feedback that
someone gives you with out being asked. Check one or
the other.

INCLUSION-DIRECTED

Was the feedback related to any aspect of your participation or non-participation in the group, acceptance
or rejection by the group, interaction with the group,
etc.?

CONTROL-DIRECTED

Did the feedback pertain to any aspect of your influence, lack of influence, leadership, control in the
group, etc.?

AFFECTION-DIRECTED

Was the feedback related to your warmth,
unfriendliness, openness, etc.?

RELATED TO YOUR
SELF -CHANGE PROJECT

;

This one is obvious

friendliness
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Deflnition of Effective, Ineffective and Non-helper
The above procedure yielded approximately 15 forms per group session

with each group having about 11 sessions.
all of the groups submitted complete data.

With the exception of one group,
The group with incomplete data

had to be eliminated from our analysis.
The procedure for defining effective, ineffective, and non-helping was

simple.

To begin with each group was analyzed separately, since different

groups developed somewhat differently due to different trainer styles and

member needs.

Thus a member was classified as an effective, ineffective, or

non-helper in relation to other group members who shared the same climate as
he did, not in relation to the total experimental population.

For each mem-

ber or the group, the investigators totaled the number of times he had been

mentioned as a giver of a significant feedback, i.e. his initials had been
placed on the top of one of the three columns in Figure 2.

The investigators

also totaled the number of times the member indicated that he had given feed-

back to other group members, i.e., the number of chedks he placed in the "G"
box after mem.bers names in Figure 2.

With these two variables--for each mem-

ber the number of significant feedbacks members had received from him and the

number of feedbacks he reported giving--a matrix of the group members was

plotted as shown in Figure 3.
Subjects who were above the group median in number of feedbacks given

and below the group median in number of significant feedbacks received ware
classed as ineffective helpers, i.e., they gave a lot of feedback but few
people regarded this feedback as significant.

Subjects who were below the

group median on both variables were classed as non-helpers.

Those who were

above both medians were classed as effective helpers, i.e., they gave a lot
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of feedback and many members reported receiving significant feedbacks from

them.

As might be expected few subjects (12 out of 98) fell into the fourth

quadrant.

Those that did were classed as effective helpers since they in all

cases came very close to the median of number of feedbacks given.

(We

assumed that many of those who fell in this quadrant did so because they
failed to check the names of all of the people to whom they had given feedback.)

The effective, ineffective and non-helpers from each group were then

combined to form a total sample of 98 subjects--47 effective helpers, 24

ineffective helpers, and 27 non-helpers.

Datf

Liat below In boxes 1, X, and 3, the three pieces of feedback froa today's sassion
that stand out most in your mind. Do this by recording in these boxes the iniclala
of the giver of the feedback. You may also record here the central theme of th«
feedback if you wish. Try to put the fpedl>ack th&t stands out moyt In your mind in
box 1, etc, A piece of feedback Is defined here as a piece of information from one
individual. A giver may be listed as many times as appropriate

Beginning with column 1, go down the column checking those categories which describe
Descriptions of each category appear on the cover sheet.
the feedback you received.
When you have completed column 1, continue In the same fashion in columns 2 and 3.
2

1

3

-2 Lu
to T£
+2 Gcuxc.
scale, i.noicate
indicate yuur
your feelings about
a- "£.
Ualng
using a
-2
• d1
the
Eave you
vou cne
alike ivery
who gave
the teeaoacK.
feedback.
cna nerson
person wno
-z "
dislike
_ .^. -1, _ dislike
-.^-like slightly;
slightly} C - neutral to; +1 - like
Bwch;
like very much

VERBAL (spoken feedback)
NON-VERBAL (gestured feedback)
STRONG (intense, vigorous feedback)
WEAK (mild feedback)

HERE-AND-NOM (feedback about event or behavior in group)
THERE-AND-THEN (about event outside of group experience)
POSITIVE (pleasant to hear)
NEGATIVE (unpleasant)

SUPPORTED (corroborated by others)
NON-SUPPORTED (not corroborated)

OWNED (giver makes it clear that feedback represents his
own opinion)
NOT OWNED
NED (not cleai
clear th.it feedback represents the giver's
own opinion)
DIRECTED (giver applies remark directly to you)
NON-DIRECTED (from general statement, you make application to yourself)

EVALUATIVE (giver is making value Judgement)
HON -EVALUATIVE (giver is not making value judgement)

SOLICITED (you requested feedback)
SPONTANEOUS (you did not requ est feedback)
Feedback refers to your participation, non-participation,
Interaction, etc. (INCLUSION)
1

Feedback refers to your leadership. Influence, lack of
Influence, etc. (COrrTROL)

!

Feedback refers to ycur friendliness, unfriendliness,
etc. (AFFECTION)
Related to your self change project
III.

Check below the names of the people you gave feedback to (G) and received feedback
from (R) in today's session.
Name

_

Figure

3

Definition of Effective, Ineffective and Non-helpers

Effective
Helpers

Ineffective
Helpers

Number
of

Feedbacks
Given by
Member

Non-Helpers

Number of Significant
Feedbacks Received
from Member
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Motivation
n Achievement, n Power and n Affiliation scores for the three groups are

shown in Table

1

and portrayed graphically in Figure 4.

As Figure 4 clearly

indicates, the results for all three motives were in the direction predicted

although in several cases difference did not reach the .05 level of significance.

The most clear cut differences were shown on n Affiliation.

Ineffect-

ive helpers scored much lower on this variable than did effective helpers or

non-helpers.

The difference in n Affiliation scores between non-helpers and

effective helpers was not significant, however, n Achievement scores were

significantly higher for ineffective helpers than for effective helpers and
non-helpers, but again the difference between effective helpers and nonhelpers was not statistically meaningful.

N Power was the least effective

in differentiating the three groups--no differences were significant beyond
the

.05 level.

Viewed overall, these results can generally be seen as supporting the

hypothesis that effective helpers are moderately motivated in n Achievement,
n Power, and n Affiliation, while ineffective helpers are high in the need
for power and achievement and low on n Affiliation, and non-helpers are low
in needs for power and achievement and high on n Affiliation.

However, a

more cautious conclusion based only on statistically significant differences

would suggest that ineffective helpers are differentiated from effective
helpers and non-helpers by very high n Achievement scores and very low n

Affiliation scores.

Other differences should be viewed as suggestive, but

in need of validation by further research.

Mkr
MOTIVE SCORES OF EFFECTIVE HELPERS
INEFFECTIVE HELPERS AND NON-HELPERS

p
1=

o
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Self-image
The semantic differential data on the self-image of effective, ineffective, and non-helpers is shown in Table 2.

Only those adjective pairs which

differentiated at least two of the three groups beyond the .05 level (2tail) are shown in the table.

While no specific hypotheses were made about

self-image, this data is interesting in that it seems to support the conception of effective helpers, ineffective helpers, and non-helpers suggested by
the motivation results.

The non-helpers are different from both the effect-

ive and ineffective helpers in that they describe themselves as more passive,

democratic, not cynical, submissive, followers, guarded, quiet, timid, not
influential, inarticulate, self-conscious and preferring to listen.

The

general picture that emerges from these objectives is that of an accepting,

democratic person

vjho

lacks the self-confidence to influence others.

Ineffective helpers, on the other hand, describe themselves differently
from non-helpers (p < .05 2-tail) and effective helpers (p < 10 2-tail)--

seeing themselves as organized, impatient, open and superior.

These adject-

ives seem to portray an extreme self-confidence with impatience and lack of

interest in others

.

The most interesting part of Table 2 is that the effective helpers con-

sistently (with three exceptions) place themselves between the ineffective
and non-helpers.

They are, it appears, self-confident without being over-

bearing--a moderation which is suggested by their moderate motive scores in
achievement, affiliation

arid

power.

The above results while only suggestive are extremely useful in that

they help to sharpen our mental image of two types of help giving that are

doomed to failure--the brash, over-confident, superior appeoach which places

Tabic

2

SELF IMAGE OF EFFECTIVE HELPERS

INEFFECTIVE HELPERS AND NON-HELPERS

Non-Helpers
.

A

«=

n = 27

These adjectives differentiate Non-Helpers from both Effective
and Ineffective Helpers (Mann-Whitney U-Test p < .05 2 tail)

B = These adjectives differentiate Non-Helpers from Ineffective Helpers
(p < .05 2 tail) and Effective Helpers from Ineffective Helpers
.10 2 tail)
( p <
C = These adjectives differentiate Non-Helpers from Effective Helpers
only (p < .05).

at the
No adjectives dil"Ecrcntiatc Eiroctivc Crom Inctfective Uel.^crs
.05 level Z-tail.
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the client on the defensive, and the timid, hesitant, passive approach which

raises questions about the helper's qualifications and leads to a lack of

confidence in the helper.

The description of the successful helper is some-

what vague from the self-descriptions in Table

2

because no adjectives

significantly differentiate effective helpers from the other two groups.

.
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Feedback
The types of feedback given by effective and ineffective helpers is

shown in Table 3.

The figures after each category represent the % of the

total number of significant feedbacks received from each group.

equal greater than

1007=

Totals

because more than one characteristic was checked

on each piece of feedback.

The hypothesis that receivers would report more

control feedback from ineffective helpers was supported (33% vs 26% p < .03
1-tail).

The hypothesis that less affection feedback would be received from

them was not supported however
The hypothesis that effective helpers would give more positive feedback

and ineffective helpers more negative feedback was also supported by the
data.

It is difficult, however, to assess the implication of this result.

We cannot say conclusively that effective helpers gave more positive than

negative feedback--we can only say that more positive feedback was heard
from effective helpers.

This can either be due to the fact that effective

helpers did give more positive feedback or due to the fact that negative

feedback given by effective helpers was ignored by receivers of help.
The other unpredicted results are difficult to explain.

A greater per-

centage of non-verbal feedback (6% vs 3%) and not-owned feedback (8% vs 3%)
was received from effective helpers than from ineffective helpers.

The most

plausible explanation seems to be that the ineffective helpers were unable
to communicate so subtly--using non-verbal expressions or opinions they

did not clearly identify as their own--because they lacked the empathy to
time such delicate feedback or because their controlling behavior caused

receivers defensively to black out such communications.

COMPARISON OF TYPES OF FEEDBACK GIVEN BY
EFFECTIVE (n=47) AND INEFFECTIVE HELPERS (n=24)

FEEDBACK CATEGORY
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SUMMARY

The results of this experiment suggest that the helping relationship is

best viewed as one involving a complex interaction of at least three motivesn Achievement, n Affiliation and n Power.

Effective helpers appear to be

those individuals who score moderately on these three motives.

moderation appears in the self-image of effective helpers.

A similar

They are not as

brash and over-confident as ineffective helpers nor as timid and self-conscious as non-helpers.

The feedback that is received from effective helpers

tends to be more positive and less related to control issues than feedback

from ineffective helpers.

Also, receivers of help get more non-verbal and

not-owned feedback from effective helpers.
In future research other implications of the model of the helping rela-

tionship should be explored.

We are currently involved in investigation the

characteristics of effective receivers of help following the same research
paradigm described here.

The generality of the model should at some point

be tested by research in a situation where the task is not an interpersonal

one.

Also, the impact of different psychological climates on the helping

powers should be investigated.
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On this page you will find an identicai set of adjective dimensions.
a checkmark W) in the space along each dimension to best describe the ideal
If a
version of yourself, i.e. you as you would like to be in a group.
dimension does not apply, place a checkmark in the middle space. There
should be a checkmark on each tine. Again There are no right or wrong answers.
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Unimportant
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